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Today, our CEO Matthew Deaner noted the latest report from the ABC on its commitment of hours
and budgets to Australian drama, narrative comedy, children’s, documentary and factual
programming.
“Our ABC is the home of Australian stories. However, since 2014/15, drama hours are down
approximately 22 per cent, documentary hours down 13.5 per cent and factual hours down just over
60 per cent. In 2016/17, the ABC broadcast approximately a quarter of the hours of drama that
Networks 10 and 7 each broadcast in 2016. I am concerned that if this trend of reduced hours and
budgets for Australian drama, documentary and factual programming continues, our ABC will lose its
way. We can’t let this happen”, Mr Deaner said.
In contrast, children’s programming is up 8 per cent from last year and the total number of
children’s programs commissioned from the independent sector has risen from 50 per cent in
2014/15 to 68 per cent in 2016/17.
“The ABC must be commended on its increased commitment to children’s programming, as well as
increased engagement with the independent sector. This comes at a time when children’s
programming on commercial broadcasters is under threat. We must all work together to ensure
Australian children see themselves on screen.”
In February, the ABC announced ABC 2.0, which includes a greater emphasis on Audiences.
“I am encouraged by the commitment to Australian stories set out as ABC 2.0 by Justin Milne and
Michelle Guthrie in February. I hope that this will translate into more hours and greater budgets for
Australian content on the ABC in the near future. The independent sector is key to delivering great
Australian content and we stand ready to work with the ABC to deliver more Australian content to
Australian and international audiences.”
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About Screen Producers Australia
Screen Producers Australia was formed by the screen industry to represent large and small
enterprises across a diverse production slate of feature film, television and interactive content. Our
members employ hundreds of producers, thousands of related practitioners and drive more than
$1.7 billion worth of annual production activity from the independent sector. On behalf of these
businesses we are focused on delivering a healthy commercial environment through ongoing
engagement with elements of the labour force, including directors, writers, actors and crew, as well
as with broadcasters, distributors and government in all its various forms. This coordinated dialogue
ensures that our industry is successful, employment levels are strong and the community’s
expectations of access to high quality Australian content have been met.

